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	HEADLINE: Tissue blot diagnostic method for detection of citrus greening 
	TITLE: Development of sensitive non-radioactive and rapid tissue blot diagnostic method for large-scale detection of citrus greening pathogen
	DATE: 8-29-2010
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Pathogen/Disease Detection]
	ABSTRACT: We made progress in developing the non-radioactive digoxigenin labeled probes for the detection of Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus (CLas) in citrus tissues and psyllid vector using both DNA PCR probes as well as RNA probes. The probe that worked well with citrus tissues was the EF-TU probe. We made full-length probe as well as the truncated probes that worked with equal specificity. However, we have employed many probes with varying degree of success. Hybridizations were more specific in the tissue blots from the young flushes compared to the older parts of citrus. This is probably because of the relative high concentrations of the CLas pathogen in the new flush. Although the older parts of the infected citrus plants show clear symptoms of HLB (especially in the leaf), the hybridization signals were not very clear. Based on the CLas sequence we have identified several putative effector genes that probably are involved in pathogenesis. These effector genes are highly specific to CLas and putatively encode  proteins which have been not annotated to any specific function. We are in the process of transferring them into citrus using the citrus tristeza virus vector. It is highly possible that the the probes made to these gene sequences would be highly specific to CLas.  Towards this end, we have made primers to the end regions of these genes and have amplified them from total nucleic acids isolated from HLB infected citrus tissue. Amplifications were not observed with templates from healthy citrus plants. We will make probes for few of these genes and use as hybridization probes. We are also optimizing the hybridization using DNA and RNA probes for psyllids. As outlined earlier use of whole psyllids gave higher hybridization back ground  in the 'squash blots'. Therefore we intend to use the head and/or the thorax and the abdomen regions for making tissue (squash) blots of psyllids.  As soon as the hybridization conditions are standardized for psyllids we will start using populations of psyllids from green house and subsequently from the field. The results of these experiments would provide information of the progression of the CLas spread in citrus and infection ratios in the psyllid population.  
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